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Editorial

Quinn from BaD is 
extremely mid and I 
am not sorry.
by: u/DrPyrokinetic

So after seeing a lot of sub users here 
constantly hype Quinn from BaD on 
a regular I thought to myself she must 

have a super amazing route or something 
so I finally played her route and all I can 
say is what a disappointment.

Where do I even start? Lets see...

1 . First off her looks I mean she’s not ugly but she also isn’t as 
pretty as a lot of the other girls in the game some users said 
she’s the best looking girl well sorry to say this but I don’t see it 
not body wise or face wise either just to give an example Sarah 
is a side girl and I honestly think she looks better than Quinn 
and that’s not even counting the main girls.

2. I often see people say the main girls are boring and that 
Quinn is the fun best route well honestly I don’t see it if being a 
manipulating evil drug addicted slut is supposed to be the fun 
then no thanks I rather stick to the supposedly boring routes 
because there is nothing redeeming about Quinn she’s honestly 
a very trashy and bad person.

3. The “I can fix her” mentality from people and fetishizing about 
her isn’t as pretty as it sounds in real life  just for context I once 
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Quinn from BaD is 
extremely mid and I 
am not sorry.

had a past relationship 
with someone who had 
drug problems and in my 
mind I thought I could 
fix her but the reality is 
no most of the time you 
cant fix people like that 
and in the end it starts 
to drain and eat at you 
from the inside every 
single passing day and 
you start falling with the 
person because they 
start dragging you down 
its not something pretty 
or hot as these games 
make it out to be, its very 
similar with fetishizing 
with mental illness to me 

it just isn’t hot its quite the opposite.
I know this post will most likely will piss off a lot of Quinn fans 
but this needs to be said because I think people overhype her 
a little too much to the point that it starts to sound a bit cult 
like which isn’t a bad thing but truth be told she is no levels of 
Cece from Leap of faith or has her legendary status like a lot 
of her fans make her out to be.

In agreement of your opinion I want to tell you that, minority 
are always the loudest. But she’s honestly not that mid, she’s 
just kinda complicated, you know. She’s just sort of a tsundere.  
But yeah I agree with your other points.

—u/imhelix001

As a Quinn fan, my answer is: you don’t like her, so what? 
Honestly feels like a troll post. Anyway, she’s intended to be 
an antagonist, as someone else rightly pointed out all the MGs 
end up being friends, while Quinn is an outsider, an antagonist, 
an evil bitch by upbringing, born to a drug dealer and a heroin 
addict. She’s perfect for the game, in a world of complex but 
overall nice MGs she’s the one that enjoys provoking people, 
playing power games, having control. She’s the possible LIs 
with ENORMOUS problems with feelings, she’s rough and 
bad even to her friends, she keeps everyone at arms length as 
she was raised to do. 

This is a game, not reality, so people like me, the stray-takers, 
the white knights, can safely engage a character that in real life 
you should avoid like the plague. I honestly enjoy her banter 
with the MC and her cynical lack of any political correctness. 

She’s one of the few characters in the game that can say Fuck 
Off to someone without problems. It’s refreshing. She does a 
lot of bad things? Yes she does. She’s an ANTAGONIST in a 
videogame.

—u/Shot-Usual4535

”A manipulating evil drug addicted slut” HAHAHAHA i couldnt 
have said it better myself. I am not very attracted to ran 
through heroin addicts either

—u/cocklivesmatter

Hmm, respectfully, I disagree with you. I am a huge fan of 
the MJ path in BAD, so I should hate Quinn, right? Nope, 
I strongly believe that Quinn is the best character in BAD 
in terms of complexity and writing. She is definitely not the 
most beautiful, or kind or polite, but the amount of layers this 
character has makes me want to see more of her.

Just looking at the amount of comments and how different 
they are, tells me that Quinn is a great game character - 
she polarizes the audience and makes people take opposite 
stances. If it was one sided character, like Tybalt, no one would 
even talk about her, no point.

Of course in real life I’d have run away from anyone like Quinn 
as quickly as possible. But this is a game, and it gives everyone 
the ability to do things they would never have done in the real 
world.

Here is my hot take - Quinn has more character depth and 
layers than Jill, and maybe, more than other main LIs of BAD. 
That doesn’t make her great LI, but makes her one of the best 
characters in video games for me - on the level of Bloody 
Baron from Witcher 3.

—u/Dartlexx

I think it’s mostly the “i can fix her” mentality, more than 
anything else. Personally, i think she’s a bad person and do 
not find her attractive (also) due to that.

—u/Inc0gnitoburrito

Mate I’m with u, I’m not a fan of Quinn nor am I a hater but 
honestly did you just make a whole ass post because you have 
an opinion and others have a different one than you ? There 
is so much to say about the other girls as well, Quinn might 
be a manipulative drug addict bitch but Lily is a stripper, Josie 
and Maya are polyamorous, Jill can be a stuck up and son on

—u/The_Chinese_Freak
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I think her path is fun and interresting. Her looks arent really 
my taste either but its fine enough. And i went along with her 
route on all my dik-playthroughs i think. I dont care about 
her dealing drugs esp as long as its mainly weed but whatever 
its not my buisness. Even the prostitution .. as long as her 
“whores” are on board with it and do it to pay for their college 
.. who cares, its their decision. It doesnt matter to me.

BUT what i really really dislike about her, is her lack of loyality 
towards her friends, her behavior at times is unsettling. The 
way she treated Riona really sucked (and i dont even consider 
riona a li), you dont talk to and use your friends like that.  Even 
worse how she talked to mona. But even worse is her behavior 
towards sage. She knows sage wants to be independent from 
her family yet deployed a secret prostitution ring together with 
sage’s adoptive dad and lets him fuck their sorority-sisters for 
money while sage is grooming her as the new hot president.

Thats what really icks me, shes just not trusthworthy at all and 
contradicts the whole idea behind the diks or the hots about 
having each others backs. But the mc doesnt know about all 
of this, so im always having fun with her lol

—u/Comprehensive_Pea451

I’m a Quinn stan, but I can understand why people wouldn’t 
like her. She’s mean and immoral and basically a criminal. But 
I also think she’s a product of a pretty rough upbringing that 
we’re still learning about. I think she’s one of the best written 
characters in the game and kind of out of nowhere I realized 
I was invested in her. I don’t know if Quinn really does have a 
soft and chewy center beneath her hard exterior, but I don’t 
mind chipping my teeth trying to find it.

Put another way, I basically married the nice girl, so the sweet, 
first kiss romances of someone like Jill aren’t that interesting 
to me these days. I’ve been playing BaD like a MFing 
manwhore, punching and screwing everyone the game would 
allow me to, until eventually I was trying to get the bitchy, 
drug-dealing college sorority madame to change just for me. 
>!Heck, I played the Halloween episode totally differently than 
I otherwise would have and didn’t let MC screw around with 
anyone because Quinn bet that the MC couldn’t. I’d argue that 
makes her a pretty compelling character.!

Can you “save” Quinn in the end? Dunno. Is it more likely that 
she’s going to crash and burn and take everyone, including the 
MC, down with her? Dunno that either - let’s shake that Magic 
8 Ball and find out...

—u/RandomDude91016

I give you credit for posting this, knowing her fans can be 
quite vicious haha. It’s just like heterosexual women and a lot 
of them loving the “bad boy” mentality. Thinking they are the 
only one who can change that person for the better. But not 
seeing that that person is just a jerk who makes their own 
choices in life despite having a shitty past. She is quite an 
interesting character but on the bottom of my list for BADik 
romances. I always hate how badly she treats Riona (her own 
damn friend) and slaps her around.

—u/HoonEun90

I applaud your bravery in saying this knowing that her simps 
are roaming in this subreddit. And somewhat, i agree with 
you. Quinn herself is the type of person who would rather 
slowly destroy herself and not care if other people are affected 
by it (this can be see how she threaten Riona after the latter 
wanting to quit the drug business). Her still taking shit to others 
especially when they try to convince her to change is the final 
straw for me. 

In my eyes, she is nothing but a junkie slut whom i long for the 
day she died of OD so that Riona can be free of her grasp.

—u/krrzt

When it comes to Quinn, and how people view her, I believe 
DPC summed it up perfectly in this old Q&A:

“Did you expect Quinn to have a decent size and loyal fanbase? 
From where did your inspiration for Quinn’s character come?
  
I expected Quinn to be very polarizing. She is nowhere near a 
fan favorite based on polls, but she’s unmatched in the game 
for those who enjoy a character like her. The inspiration was 
to create an antagonist that you’d either love to hate or hate to 
love. For me, Quinn is a character I love to write.”

[https://www.reddit.com/r/beingaDIK/comments/lcmj6e/
qa\_session\_february\_2021/](https://www.reddit.com/r/
beingaDIK/comments/lcmj6e/qa_session_february_2021/)

—u/_BoboBobo

1. Debatable. Based on looks alone, I like all the girls in BaD. 
Nothing to complain tbh. It all depends on personal taste.

2. Sure. I’m a Quinn “fan” myself, but all of the people who says 
Quinn has the best route in BaD are delusional. Objectively, 
MGs always has the best, most fleshed out romance in BaD, 
**period**. But I’d say, outside from that, Quinn actually has a 
good amount of character development and romance content.

3. Why the fuck would you compare romances in a AVN to real 
life? It’s a work of fiction. People play AVNs because they want 
to experience these types of romances. Sure, you can dislike 
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certain heroine archetypes in AVNs based on your personal 
experience, but don’t condemn other people for liking it. Of 
course, it’s important for us distinguish between what is real 
and what is not. I’m a “broken bird” fan myself, but that’s just 
in work of fictions, it didn’t reflect to what I like irl.

—u/Greywarden194

I’m not a fan of Quinn as a love interest either, but I 
acknowledge that she adds complexity to Being a DIK’s 
storyline. I agree with your point #3, “I can fix her.” I’ve had a 
real-life experience dating someone similar to her, and it was 
disastrous. Interestingly, I can still find a mugshot of her in a 
Google search from when she assaulted someone. I believe 
she passed away a couple of years ago, barely making it to 30.

—u/Iphacles

We all have our favourites in every AVN game, variety is the 
spice of life. Quinn isn’t my personal favourite either but the 
more I played BaD the more I could see why some are drawn 
to her. Personally Lexi was my favourite in Leap of Faith not 
Cece, but as I said, each to their own.

—u/Adept_Department2301

I’m not a Quinn stan, but I think of all characters, taking Quinn 
out of the game would have the biggest impact. She’s the 
plot/conflict driver in a lot of ways. Plus I disagree with you on 
looks, she has a killer body.

—u/beyondthedoors

Hey dude, I’m right there with you. Quinn isn’t all that attractive 
to me, either. Especially with that haircut where she looks like 
she got in a fight with a weedwhacker. It doesn’t help that 
she’s shitty to Maya, is shitty to the MC, is a drug dealer and 
pimp. I’m not into the “I can save her” thing. You can’t.

—u/BippidiBoppetyBoob

“People like character that I don’t so I will make entire thread 
about how I hate her and you should too”

—u/According_Brain_2071
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OUR HOME
|  OldHiccup

A HOUSE IN THE RIFT
|  Zanith

Version: 2.12.0
Release Date: 11-30-2023

Our Home tells the story of a young man who has lived his 
whole life in an orphanage. Knowing that his mother died 
in childbirth, and his father left even before he was born, 
when he reaches adulthood he leaves the orphanage so 
he can find the answers to all the questions surrounding 
his life.

Version: 0.7.2
Release Date: 11-21-2023

You were thrown into a dimensional rift and have no 
idea what to do. Nevertheless, other castaways from 
different realities join you one by one in order to form an 
everlasting bond of trust, friendship and physical intimacy. 
Beautiful girls from various fantasy dimensions take care 
of you during the day, and then you go off exploring rift 
oddities through the night. And you can bake cakes with 
a succubus, wrestle with a giant voluptuous pirate captain, 
study magic with a young girl acolyte, and then do some 
extracurricular activities with them, too. Fall in love with 
the girls, fall in bed with them, and fall into the different 
rifts every night! 
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UNSEEN INSTINCTS
|  DemonLad

Version: 0.25 Chapter 2
Release Date: 11-29-2023

A series of brutal murders in the city of Odessey has 
thrown the police department into disarray. The victims, 
five of them, were all brutally murdered, and the killer 
remains at large, with no apparent motive and no clues 
to go on. Enter Detective Nicole, a brilliant and strikingly 
beautiful investigator with a sharp mind and a fiery 
spirit. Will Nicole and her police colleagues be able to 
apprehend the murderer, or will she become entangled 
in a web of deceit? Put yourself in Nicole’s shoes to find 
out.

Version: Chapter 3
Release Date: 11-28-2023

Life has many roads, it’s easy to get lost. Noah was 
lucky though, he was happy with the road he was on. 
Not many find their’s at twenty three, but he was sure 
he had. But as life tends to do, things change and he 
suddenly found himself pushed onto a road he’d never 
seen coming. But sometimes an unexpected pivot can be 
a good thing. Now he spends his nights tending bar and 
trying to get his fledgling band off the ground, bonding 
with his friends, and exploring the world filled with 
alcohol, drugs, sex, and rock n’ roll.

Will he find fame and fortune? Or will he stay in 
obscurity? Experience true love or indulge in hedonistic 
lust? Whatever happens you can find it all behind the 
doors of The Hellcat Lounge.

THE HELLCAT LOUNGE
|  Wilson Wonka
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FOG OF WAR
|  Story Machine Studios

Wishlist

TIME HEALS
|  Owl

Version: Prologue

Time Heals - is not just your regular visual novel filled with 
adult content, it also delves into themes like emotional crisis, 
overcoming loss, and facing psychological and physical 
traumas. The story follows the journey of a once-wealthy 
19-year-old protagonist as he confronts and attempts to 
overcome these challenges. He moves into a new home, 
make new acquaintances and forms new friendships, 
while encountering new challenges he formerly thought 
only possible in movies. It’s not an everyday occurrence to 
discover that your dad wasn’t the man you thought he’d 
be... and how is the Italian mafia connected to all of this?
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COMMUNITY

THREADS
DISCUSSIONS.  MEMES.  SHITPOSTING.

NICOLE/ENVY 
Being a DIK

WHAT IS THE DUMBEST THING YOU HAVE 
SEEN IN AN AVN?
by: u/Dessolos                                 

Playing on my home for the first time. The MC doesn’t know 
the difference between a tomato and a red bell pepper. He 
had to to guess. It made me face palm never seen something 
that dumb in an AVN from an MC before. ( Not enough to 
drop it I like it so far)  So it got me wondering what is the 
dumbest thing you have seen in an AVN.

Edit : I understand the MC is having memory issues for some 
reason but that felt like a bit much for me.

For me, it was how you could only save one of the girls from 
the house fire in Acting Lessons. It’s not like they were literally 
on fire, MC could’ve dragged them both to the window ffs.

—u/BradenP15

The MC from Three Rules of Life being such a dumb and 
pathetic doormat he is honestly one of the worst written  
MC I seen..

—u/gachagamer445

MC from BAD, he fucks everybody up, and then sparing with 
Sage comes and… she fucks him up easily, don’t remember 
how many times i had tried until i managed to win)

—u/MpogAlex

Sandbox. These are supposed to be “visual novels”
if you’re asking for specific tropes, then I’d go with scenes 
where one or more characters start singing a song nobody 
knows about and the dev not even adding that song into 
the game. It’s just awkward silence on my end while the 
characters are having a blast. LoF and other prominent 
AVNs do this at least once or twice.

—u/virtualdreamscape

I’m sure there are more and probably worse but what 
immediately comes to mind are some scenes from WVM. 
I was just starting to get into AVNs and this game has 2 of 
the dumbest and most cringey scenes I’ve ever seen, which 
repeat and increase in intensity.

First one was when MC laid down to sleep and girls kept 
piling up on him but when the adoptive mom did too on his 
chest I couldn’t really take it and cringed so hard I had to 
take a pause and come back later. The first time it happened 
it was like 7 girls when I was in a relationship with only two 
of them. There’s and even worse scene where it’s like 20 
girls doing it and I was still only in a relationship with the 
same two, but that’s not the worst scene.

The second and definitely dumbest is when MC wakes up 
and there’s some girl hugging him. But he doesn’t want to 
wake them up, so what does he do? Naturally what anyone 
would do in this scenario: carry them around in his embrace 
around the house doing some stuff and talking to other girls 
like a freaking sleeping toddler. I swear that’s the dumbest 
thing I’ve ever seen that comes to mind. The girls are all 18+ 
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and iirc one of them was his coach that should probably be 
30-40 something.

—u/giggling_raven

Nami asks Summer’s Gone MC if he’ll be able to get it up 
if he wants to have sex with Bella. His response is “if I think 
about dead children.” I understand the context but holy shit 
that’s the worst possible way to say that. MC has shitload 
cringey edge lord lines, but that one takes the cake.

—u/Taco6N13

Going to a tropical beach with palm trees and bikinis in 
Amsterdam in the fall. (College Kings)

—u/imjusthereforpron

Easy. WVM housing. Nothing else even comes close. He was 
like 7 houses in on day 5 or something when I quit.

—u/fyrefox45

WHAT ARE THE MOST ROMANTIC LOVE 
ROUTES YOU HAVE EVER PLAYED?
by: u/greedmh                                                                                             

Bella (Summers Gone) and im pretty sure everything is going 
to be romantic in Ocean’s AVN’s
Most MBML LI’s (Gwen, Aine, Emma...)
Athena (Bare Witness)
Luna (Eternum) is the cutest character ever and she is 
romantic even without lewds
Alex (Eternum) (probably because of the chemistry, kinda 
like a honey select version of Bella)
Sage (BaDIK) i liked her route honestly

—u/bazigounis

I’m going to say Mina in Pale Carnations. I like it because it’s 
a “grounded”, modern romance. 

There are likely more “fantastical” romances, with MC 
meeting the heroine with a bundle of roses each time, and 
the heroine saying how MC is the light of their life and the 
only that gives her life meaning... but for me it’s not huge 
gestures and declarations that may not happen anymore, it’s 
the small stuff.

The Pale Carnations MC washing Mina’s hair after they 
had sex... that’s the most loving, caring scene I’ve seen. 
Pale Carnations is an adult game in many ways, and to me 
even the romance feels adult. The decadence of the setting/
world-building is what makes such little tender moments feel 

that much more powerful.
Just like in our lifes, in it moments of romance are little 
bubbles of joy in an ardous daily routine.

—u/DiGreatDestroyer

It’s obviously different for everyone but here are few that I 
think are the most romantic. 

1. **SG** - Bella for me is #1 but I think Vic might be the 
most romantic path there. 
2. **Artemis** - It got to be Kindra looking at how her path 
is going but looking at future of other girls I can also see her 
Zelda or Reina. 
3. **Unbroken** - For me it’s Els but every MG could be 
here tbh.
4. **Eternum** - Luna I guess? I think her path fits that the 
most. But I can see Annie or Alex also.
5. **Chasing Sunsets** - I mean.. Jaye > Mallory in this one.
6. **Bare Witness** - Athena for me.
7. **Race of Life** - It has to be MC’s ex wife Allison right?
8. **Being a DIK** - Pick here is pretty easy - Quinn.
No MG pick like Jill/Maya.. or whatever because they are 
pretty damn boring imo.

—u/According_Brain_2071

I mean - I guess that depends on how you define romantic. 
To me romantic paths need a few components,like an actual 
deep emotional connection that is allowed to build - not all 
slow burns are romantic, but all romantic paths are more or 
less slow burn to me, because the emotion needs a chance 
to build. There needs to be a lot more to the connection 
and relationship than the lewd stuff and it needs to be given 
visibility. I mean, sure, lewd stuff can definitely be a great 
part of a romantic relationship, but it cannot be the only 
visible component to me as a player.

A few paths I find romantic are:

**Bare Witness -**  Sadie - I think this one is quite self 
explanatory. I would like to say that the Zenda path also has 
a romantic feel to it, but it builds the “wrong way” - the lewd 
stuff takes center stage too early.

**Be a Rock star -** Jane - There are a few good paths 
here, I also think the Lisa path is pretty romantic, but for me 
Jane tops them all for romance

**Leap of Faith -**  Cece - not my favorite path, but in 
terms of what plays as the most romantic one - this is my 
first choice.

**Summer’s Gone -** Victoria (Unpopular opinion I know) 
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- but in terms of what feelslike the most romantic route, this 
would be my first pick.
**Artemis -** Zelda, although Kindra is a very close second.

**Chasing Sunsets -**  Has to be Jaye..

**Eternum -** Luna - although (and I cannot believe I am 
saying this) Alex is quite a romantic one..

**The Unbroken -**  Take your pick - Personal preference 
says Vi - but arguments could be made for all the 5 MGs - 
Also Ser Pounce-a-lot.. sooo romantic ;) And the head paths... 
lewd..

**Race of Life -**  Allison - so far, I should say..

**Hillside -** ~~Emma~~ nah.. only trolling - Charlotte 
although, Lucy’s path is quite romantic too.

**Zero End -**  Rayne, I think, because of her dual nature is 
quite romantic in a non-conformist way

**Trouble at Home -**  I have a hard time choosing here but 
for now I will go with Emily/Stacy here, unless CKR makes 
Kayla an LI ;)

**BaDIK -** not my favorite game for MGs as I think the 
main paths are pretty boring, so my non-conformist answer 
would probably be Quinn. I find the way the walls that she has 
built to protect herself are slowly crumbling by the end of the 
Halloween party quite endearing - but again - non-conformist 
answer..

—u/VeterinarianOk6926

Okay this is gonna sound probably odd and really Bias so I’ll 
give my #1 pick then my #2 pick.

\#1 is Bella from Summer’s  Gone. I admit this might be a bias 
pick because I know there are more romantic LI  out there. But 
almost all her cinematic animations scream romance with all 
the emotions. But what won me over and decided she is my #1 
pick is the cinematic where she smells the MC’s jacket ditches 
the race drives to the MC’s house crying because of how much 
she misses the MC. From there on you cant help but feel the 
love and romance she has for the MC despite her being a cold 
bitchy mean girl most of the time. It’s to the point I don’t know 
who actually cares and loves the MC more Nami or Bella I 
honestly think they both would take a bullet for him.

\#2 is really a coin toss between Allison from Race of Life  or 
Charlotte from Hillside. But I think I have to go with Charlotte  
just barley as I think Allison needs more updates. Might be a 

bit of a cliche but I just love how as the MC you are helping her 
get over her trauma while just helping her in general. but along 
the way both of you catch feeling for one another but because 
of her trauma she is still scared to act on them but just reading 
how she actually feels I just love.  They just kissed for the first 
time in the last update which I thought was romantic with her 
confession and everything.

While these 2 LI are my picks I have to say when it comes 
to romantic Story Jaye wins hands down but I just prefer the 
other LI paths for romance more.

—u/Dessolos

Jill from beingadik. Her path is also the most slowburn path 
in the entire game (where you get to have sex with every other 
main LI much earlier in their own respective path, yet Jill you 
can’t until chapter 8, after you decided to date her exclusively.)

—u/542Archiya124

ABANDONED AVNS  
by: u/Substantial-Dress446                    

Hi Guys, 
I just wonder What make a developers abandon their games? 
Is it due to lack of financial support?
Because there are a lot of games that had a great potential

I think a lot of devs get overrun by “fans” wanting very specific 
things that just weren’t part of the concept or story and they 
bow to the barrage of “needs”. Let me help you. Fuck those 
people, make it your story. If it’s a good one, you will gain 
support. If not, at least you did what you wanted to do and 
stayed true to the concept.

PS I’m not suggesting that we don’t listen to constructive 
criticism.

—u/Mr.PocketRocket Game Developer

Its hard. Making a game is really hard. It takes a lot of work 
and discipline. Then if there is consistently little result after all 
that hard work, it becomes very difficult to keep going.

—u/rjrhodeswrites Game Developer   

It’s a lot of work for not a lot of gain. When players play your 
game for free and then complain about this or that it can really 
burn you out. Then you see that some sketchy developers 
have a huge following despite a lacklustre product or barely 
communicating with their playerbase and it can really be 
frustrating.
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I’m walking this fine line of getting burnt out right now and I’m 
trying very hard to not cross it.

—u/Professor_Historian Game Developer   
I have almost 3 years poured into mine, while I am nowhere 
near abandoning my project and still putting out releases 
regularly, I’d still like to share my main issue that disrupts my 
development the most: **Back Pain.** My actual job also 
needs me on the PC, so I’m like 24/7 365 when I’m working 
+ developing.

Another factor is sometimes the toxicity of certain fanbases 
are really high, I’d say the worst are the followings of other 
games that would attack someone else’s for no reason other 
than the latter getting attention.

Also, we got people with a really sick sense of entitlement, here’s 
my best example: [https://itch.io/t/3268874/for-fucks-sakes-
please-release-the-chapter-23](https://itch.io/t/3268874/
for-fucks-sakes-please-release-the-chapter-23) 
 
EDIT: My recent releases were all **under two months**, the 
public version just got released a bit early one time so it made 
the waiting for the next, longer.
But even though he’s the worst and by far the most toxic 
follower I have, I actually look forward to his rants; he amuses 
me. This guy, when I release, he shuts up, he’s a simpleton, 
but there are those who wants to force their way and try to 
influence my development to their preference, thinking their 
way is the only one that’s right.

—u/tomatopureee Game Developer

In my case, as a creator, it was due to my health and multiple 
surgeries on my spine. Though I haven’t completely abandoned 
it... I am back to work and doing mine as I am physically able 
to. 
I think in other cases it can be a lot of things. Many seem to 
think it is a quick way to make money, but honestly it isn’t. It 
requires a ton of work and honestly little payout for most. In 
some other cases, I think some just can’t handle the response 
they sometimes get. In this work you kind of have to have 
some thick skin, or the ability to not allow some people to 
distract you away from the story that you want to tell.   

I’ve seen a lot of creators try to appease fans, which isn’t a 
bad thing, but if you do it too much you get pulled from the 
story you intended to create and the story becomes a mess or 
the creator loses interest because it is no longer the story they 
wanted to tell and it becomes too much of a grind because 
of it. And, still, there are many creators out there who are 
like me... struggling and dealing with health issues and doing 
this as a way to make supplemental income and their health 
keeps them from being as regular as many would like with 

their releases... or the work become just too much for them.  

Be that as it may, it is always disappointing to get into a story 
and a set of characters only to find that, for whatever reason, 
the creator ups and quits.

—u/ASLPro_3D Game Developer

Death, getting arrested, financial issues, burnout, crazy life 
situations, getting a time consuming job, health issues, etc. lots 
of options.

—u/AustinAVN

CROSSOVER IN AVNs
by: u/Greywarden194
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